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ON vARЮUS INTERPRETATЮNS
OF THE ROSENBROCK T H E O R E M
JEAN JACQUES LOISEAU AND P E T R ZAGALAK

The Rosenbrock theorem concerning the problem of eigenstructure assignment by state
feedback in linear systems is reconsidered and its various interpretations are shown. Some
relations to other problems of control theory are hinted, too.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last three decades of developing the modern control theory we can observe
a strong tendency, in some sense justifying the term modern, consisting in exploiting
some ''structural" information (as controllability indices, infinite zero orders, invari
ant polynomials, etc.) to establish conditions for the existence of solutions to various
control problems.
As these quantities form a set of invariants with respect to some groups of system
transformations and can be obtained in many different ways, this tendency represents
in fact an approach frequently termed as a structural approach nowadays.
Such a point of view enables us to exploit plenty of well-developed methods and
techniques (geometric algorithms, polynomials equations,...) to achieve solutions to
long-termed and unresolved problems of linear control theory [2,3,4].
Studying the history of this approach, we can find that its background is mainly
formed by the problem of pole placement. No wonder, the pole placement problem
is closely related to basic, concepts of linear systems theory like, for instance, system
zeros and poles, controllability etc. This problem can also be found, in more or less
disguised form, in the back of many other control problems [1] and various branches
of applied algebra.
The main aim of this paper is to reconsider again the famous result of Rosenbrock,
which is also a nice specimen of the above mentioned structural approach, and pro
vide its different reformulations from which it should be clear the basic importance
of this result for control theory.
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Throughout the paper, IR will denote the field of real numbers, lR[.s] will stand
for the ring of polynomials over IR while IR(.s) will stand for the field of rational
functions. We denote IR m x n , IR m x n [s] and ]R m X n (s) the sets of m x n matrices
having elements in the corresponding fields or ring.
2. THE ROSENBROCK THEOREM
To begin with, we shall consider linear, time-invariant and controllable system
i = Ax+Bu
nxn

(1)

nxm

where A G IR
and B € IR
with rank B = m.
Let c.\ > Co > ••• > cm denote the controllability indices of (1) and let <j>\(s) >
<f>2(s) > ••• > <l>n(s), where 4>i(s) > <pi+i(s) denotes cf>i+\(s) divides (/>i(s), be the
invariant factors of the matrix sln — A. We know that the polynomials </f>j(.s)'s completely describe the (finite) pole structure of (1). More precisely, this structure is
given by the (finite) elementary divisors of sln — A. Then the fundamental problem
of linear control theory reads as follows:
(FP): Does there exist a stale feedback of the form
u= Fx + v,

F e ]R m x n

(2)

such that the closed-loop system
x=(A

+ BF)x + Bv

(3)

will have its (finite.) pole structure given by momc polynomials 4>\(s) > 4>2(s) > ... >
An answer is given by the following theorem, which is referred to as the fundamental
theorem of state feedback elsewhere.
Theorem 1. [5] There exists a solution to the problem (FP) if and only if
n

n

E d e g ^ : W < E C ' > i = 1 ' 2 ' -•"'
«'=7

(4)

»'=;

where equalities hold for j > m and c, := 0 for i > m.
The inequalities (4) imply that ipj(s) = 1 for j > in and equality for j = m
enables us to rearange (4) into the form
j

i

J2 deS M*) ^Y,Ci'

j =

'' 2' -' m

(5)
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Theorem

These inequalities correspond to the original result of Rosenbrock. In fact, Theorem 1 does not directly tackle the problem of pole assignment. The poles can be
moved to any finite locations of complex plane at will. The only limitations concern
the sizes of the cyclic subspaces of the controllable space of (1). The dimensions of
these subspaces are equal to deg tj>i(s), i = 1,2,..., m,
3. VARIOUS FORMULATIONS OF THE ROSENBROCK THEOREM
The above formulation of the Rosenbrock theorem emphasizes mainly the control
theoretical point of view. But there are also mathematical aspects of the problem.
To introduce them, we shall need some concepts of the theory of polynomial matrices.
Let N(s) and D(s) be polynomial matrices over IR[s] of respective sizes n x m
and m x m such that
N(s)
[sIn-A,
-i
= 0
(6)
D(s)
Then we shall say that N(s) and D(s) form a (right) normal external descriptit
(NED) of (1) [6] if
N(s)
D(s)

is minimal polynomial and nonincreasingly column-degree ordered basis
of K e r [ s / n - , 4 ,

-B).

- N(s) is a minimal polynomial basis of Ker P(sl„ — A) where P represents the
maximal annihilator of B.
It should be noted that the matrices At(.s) and D(s) are not unique. They can be
postmultiplied by a unimodular matrix that does not destroy their above stated
properties. As follows from the definitions of the matrices D(s) and At(s), the matrix D(s) is column reduced with column degrees c.\ > c-z > ... > cm and the matrix
At(.s) has column degrees e; — 1, i = 1,2, ...,m. Moreover,

/

*

1

"

S

1
s

"

\

N(s) = A'blockdiag

V. S C , _ I .

. sCm_1 . /

where K € lR n x n is nonsingular and ^~J c, — n.
Due to these special properties, the matrix N(s) is said to form a polynomial
basis of Mn [4].
Using NED of (1) and on the basis of (6), we can see that the problem (FP) is
equivalent to the problem of finding a matrix F such that the matrix
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Dt-(s) = D(s) - FN(s)

(7)

has prescribed invariant factors IIH(S), i = 1,2, ...,m.
The relationship (7) then describes the class of all the matrices Dp(s) obtainable
by state feedback (2).
Lemma 1. [4] Let N(s) and D(.s) be as above and C(s) be an m x m polynomial
matrix. Then there exist matrices A' G iR™*"1 a n c l y g IR m x " j X nonsingular, such
that
XD(s) + YN(s) = C(s)
(8)
if and only if C(s) is column reduced with the same column degrees as D(s).
T h e o r e m 2. [7] There exists an m x m polynomial and column reduced matrix
Df(s) with column degrees c\,c2,...,cm
having V;i(«) > V-'2(s) > ••• > i}>n(s) as its
invariant polynomials if and only if the inequalities (4) hold.
Theorem 2 states a general property of square, polynomial and column reduced matrices, which gives, together with Lemma 1, an efficient tool for computing the matrix
F. The next theorem, Theorem 3, can be useful when considering the realizability
of a precompensator by static state feedback.
Theorem 3. Let D(s) be an m x m, polynomial and column reduced matrix with
column degrees C\ > c2 > ... > cm. Then there exists a biproper matrix B(s)
such that the matrix M(s) := B(s)D($) is polynomial and has the invariant factors
ipi($) > i'-i(s) > ... > ipm(s) if and only if the inequalities (4) hold.
The Rosenbrock theorem can also be stated in the terms of matrix pencils and their
Kronecker indices. This time, the role of the matrix B will be stressed.
Theorem 4. [2] Let A e lR n x n and let ij>\(s) > 4>2(s) > ... > ipn(s) be the invariant
polynomials of sln — A. Then there exists a matrix B G IR n x m with rank B = m
such that [sln — A, B] is irreducible, i.e. rank [zln — A, B] = n for every complex
number z, with the Kronecker indices c\ > c2 > ... > c m , J2C' — n if a n c ' o n ly if the
inequalities (4) hold.
All the above theorems are equivalent and, in different ways, describe the'same
thing. It is quite natural to put a question whether the inequalities like (4) appear
when we try to find solutions to another problems of control or, in other words, if it
is possible to express the solutions of these problems in a similar way.
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The answer appears to be affirmative and the reader can find [2,4] various generalizations of Theorem 1 to the realm of implicit and uncontrollable systems.
Another interesting cases are mentioned below, in the form of remarks.

Remark 1. [8] Let D(s) and N(s) be as above and let
of r, r < m, columns of

r

\ I

denotes a selection

r N(s)
1
_) ( . Let
L D(s) J

DrF(s)

F 6 ]R m x n .

:= Dr(s) + FNr(s),

We shall be interested in characterizing all the possible invariant polynomials of
DrF(s) assignable by F.
As D(s) is column reduced, so do Dr(s) and DrF(s) and the problem resembles that
solved by Theorem 1. Indeed, it is easy to find necessary and sufficient conditions for
V;i(s) _ V_(«) > ••• _ Vv(s) to be the invariant polynomials of DrF(s). We obtain

X>g^(s)<__>,
i=j

i=l,2,...,r

(9)

i=j

where C\ > c2 > ... > cr are the column degrees of Dr(s) and hence, those of DrF(s).
What is surprising here is that no equality holds for j = 1. For instance, i>i(s) = 1,
i = 1,2, ...,r are assignable. It is to be noted that the inequalities (9) got some
attention in the studies concerning the problem of invariant factors assignment in
implicit systems.
Remark 2. The inequalities like (4) and (9) are not only related to static state
feedback. Suppose now the dynamic state feedback
u = F(s)x + v
is used for pole assignment instead of (2). Clearly, the number of poles of the
closed-loop system is greater than or equal to the the number of poles of (1) and the
problem is equivalent, in the light of Lemma 1, to finding a solution X(s) and Y(s),
with X(s) invertible and A' - 1 (s)Y(s) proper, to the equation
X(s)D(s)

+ Y(s)N(s)

= C(s)

(10)

where C(s) reflects the desired pole structure of the closed-loop system.
Such a solution exists [9] if and only if invariant polynomials t/'i(s) > i>2(s) > ••• _
rl>m(s) of C(s) satisfy the inequalities
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^degV'.(s) >5^c«,
t=i

j=l,2,...,m

t=i

where c\ > co > ... > cm denote again the controllability indices of (1). Of course, to
get all the invariant polynomials of the closed-loop system, we must add V;m+i(s) =
... = ipn(s) = 1 to those mentioned above.
Remark 3.
form

When considering a contant output feedback, i.e. the feedback of the
u=Ky

+ v,

A'eIRmxp,

(11)

where p is the number of outputs defined by the equation
y - Cx,

C € IR''X", rank C = p,

then the inequalities (4) are only necessary for 0.(s)'s to be the invariant polynomials

oUIn-A-BKC.
There are many other problems concerning the feedback (11) and we only note that
the problem of finding a necessary and sufficient condition for ij>i(s)'s to be assignable
by (11) is one of the most challenging problems of linear control theory.
Remark 4. It might be expected that the problem is easier when applying the
dynamic output feedback
u = K(s)y + v,
where K(s) is a proper transfer function, to the system (1) with the output equation
y — Cx, as above. But this fs only partially true.
Suppose the system is controllable and observable and gives rise to the transfer
function
T(s) = D~]N(s) = N(s)D~1(s) G Upxm(s)
where D(s),N(s) and D(s),N(s) form left and right normalized matrix fraction
descriptions of T(s), respectively. By the term a right normalized matrix fraction
description is meant a factorization of T(s) such that the matrices N(s) and D(s)
are right coprime with D(s) being column reduced.
A left normalized matrix fraction description is defined in a similar way. Then
the column degrees cx > ci > ... > c m of D(s) are the controllability indices and the
row degrees v\ > Vi > ... > <vp of D(s) are the observability indices of the system.
A simple analysis shows that we must again solve the equation (11) where N(s), D(s)
are as above and C(s) G lR m x m [s] is a column reduced matrix with the invariant
polynomials i>\(s) > J/;2(*) > ... > rpm(s) characterizing the pole structure of the
closed-loop system.
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Then, see [10,11] for more details, the sufficient conditions for a proper compen
sator K(s) = X~l(s)Y(s)
to exist are of the form
j

i

£ d e g V > . ( s ) > ] T ( c . + ife~ 1),

j = l,2,...,m

(12)

where k is any integer, k > U\, and Ci + k — \ are the column degrees of C(s).
Similarly, using the dual version of the equation (10), i.e.
D(s)X(s)

+ N(s)Y(s)

= C(s),

pxpr

where C(s) ' IR
s] is row reduced with the invariant factors t/ ; i( s ) > V;2(s) > ••• >
ipp(s), which gives the desired pole structure of the closed-loop system, we obtain
another set of sufficient conditions, under which a proper compensator K(s) =
Y(s)X~i(s)
will exist, in the form

^degV-.W > ] [ > . + / - I ) ,
i=i

j=l,2,...,p

(13)

t=i

where / is any integer, I > C\, and «/, + /— 1, i = 1,2, ...,p are the row degrees of
C(s).
A direct consequence of (12) and (13) is that the number of nonunit invariant factors
ipi(s) is less than or equal to min(m,p) and the minimal order of the compensator
K(s) is less than or equal to min[p(c! — 1), m(u\ — 1)].
The necessary conditions are a little bit more involved and the reader is referred to
[10, 11] for more details. Let us only note that no necessary and sufficient conditions
for ipi(s)'s to be assignable are known in this case.
4. MODEL MATCHING
To demonstrate the power of ideas expressed via the Rosenbrock theorem, we shall
consider the problem of exact model matching [1,12].
In fact there are no explicit conditions of solvability of this famous problem up to
now and, moreover, many questions regarding this problem are still open.
To begin with, let T(s),Tm(s)
£ Rpxm(s)
be transfer functions of linear controllable
and observable systems and let the former system be called a plant and the later
one a model. We are interested in finding a static state feedback of the form
U = Fx + Civ, G invertible
such that the plant together with (14) around exactly matches the model.

(14)
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In other words, since the effect of (14) upon the plant can be described as a
postmultiplication of T(s) by some biproper matrix, say B(s), we get the following
equation
Tm(s) = T(s)B(s)

= TFG(s)

(15)

where TFG(s) denotes the transfer function of the closed-loop system.
Writing all the transfer functions in the form of right normalized matrix fraction
descriptions, we have
Tm(s)
T(s)

=
=

TFG(s)

=

Nm(s)Dm'(s)
N(s)D~l(s)

(16)

N(s)DFG(s)

It follows from (15) and (16), see [14], that

N(s)

]_\Nm(s)l{

DFG(s) \ ~ I Dm(s) J F(S)

(17)

where P(s) is some polynomial matrix.
Let (j>\(s) > <j>2(s) > ... > (j>m(s) and ipi(s) > ip2(s) > ... > il>m(s) be the invariant
polynomials of Dm(s) and DFG(s), respectively, and let c\ > c2 > ... > cm be the
controllability indices of the plant. Then the relationship (17) implies
m

m

X J d e g ^ , ( s ) < Y,de.gj>i(s)
i=j

i=j

m

<Y,a,

j = 1,2,...,m

(18)

i=j

and
Y^degrj)i(s)
i=\

= Y^Ci.
i=\

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and the fact that t(>i(s) > <f>i(s) for
m

m

i = 1,2,..., m. However,such equality may not hold between £3 deg<f>i(s) and ^ c,,
J=I

i=i

which implies that N(s) and DFG(s) may not be coprime.
It can be readily seen that another conditions are implied by (17). But a complete
set of such conditions,which would be at the same time also sufficient, is a challenge
for some future work. Even the complete characterization of 4i(s)ys in (17) is an
open problem.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
It has been our aim to emphasize the importance of the inequalities like (4), (5) in
control theory. They characteristize what we call a structural approach and they
give undoubtedly more insight into many problems of control.
Naturally, there arises a question why just the inequalities like (4), (5), (18), ...
play such an important role in control theory where we usually deal with groups
of transformations (feedback group, for instance) that are rather characterized by
some equalities than inequalities.
To elucidate this point (see also [13]), consider again the action of state feedback (2)
upon the system (1). We can write this effect also in the form

[sIn-A,

-B)\ £ 1

=sIn-A-BF

(19)

where the matrix
"
is of course non-invertible. Hence, we can view the modification of the pencil [sln — A, —B) from two points. The first one is given by the
non-invertible transformation (19) and the second one is described by an invertible
transformation

[sln - A, -B] | ^

/° I = fs/" -A-BF,

-B].

(20)

In (20), the two pencils, i.e. [sln — A, B] and [sln — A — BF, —B], have the same
Kronecker invariants, which are the controllability indices of (1). This is the case in
which the feedback F is considered as an element of feedback group.
In the first case, the feedback F is considered as an element of a feedback monoid, i.e.
as a non-invertible transformation and the pencils in (19) have different Kronecker
invariants. While the pencil [sln —A, — B] is characterized by the controllability
indices, the other one, which is equivalent to [sln —A — BE, 0], is described by its
invariant polynomials.
Then the inequalities (5) tell nothing else than the feedback monoid induces some
order relation in the set of matrix pencils.
To be more precise, let S be a set of elements s,t,... and let T be a monoid of
transformations S, T,... acting on 5 along the rule

s = st, s,tes,

SET

We define a relation « on S by
s s» t <=> s = St and t = Ts for some S, T € T.
Clearly, ss is an equivalence relation.
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Let s/(w)
d e n o t e t h e q u o t i e n t set defined by t h e equivalence ss a n d let
s,t,...
d e n o t e t h e classes of equivalence of t h e e l e m e n t s s,t,... T h e n we can define a relation
< on 5 / ( « ) by
$ < t < = > t = Ts for s o m e T £ T
i.e. for s o m e s € s a n d t 6 i there exists T £ T such t h a t < = T.s. It can b e readily
verified t h a t < is an order r e l a t i o n .
Hence, when T is t h e feedback m o n o i d acting on t h e set s of m a t r i x pencils, the
relation ss comes t o t h e Kronecker equivalence and for t h e controllable s y s t e m s t h e
relation < is explicitly described by t h e Rosenbrock inequalities.
(Received February 22, 1993.)
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